Solar car diagrams

How To Do. Apparatus Requirement: 1. Solar Panel Here we have taken a 24V solar panel. If you
want to connect more load then you may need one more 24V solar panel. Two 24V solar panels
are to be connected in parallel. Battery Here we have taken a 24V rechargeable battery. If you
want to connect more load then you may need one more 24V battery. Two 24V batteries are to
be connected in parallel. This charge controller has six terminals. Two terminals for the Solar
panel. Two terminals for the battery. And the other two terminals for DC output. If you have any
DC load then you can connect it to the output of the charge controller. As you see in the
connection diagram at first, the solar panel is connected to the Solar charge controller and then
a 24V battery is connected to the charge controller. The output of the inverter is connected to
Ac loads like Fans, lights, TV etc. You May Also Like:. When Capacitor store more Energy Series
or Parallel connection? Why Ceramic Capacitors mostly used in Electronic Circuit than others?
Why thickness of Insulation depends on Voltage not Current? Differences and Full Forms. Why
Semiconductor does not obey Ohm's Law? Which connection is better for Capacitor Bank Star
or Delta? What is the Meaning of mAh in Battery? Difference between Analogue, Digital, and
Power Electronics. Search on this website. Popular Articles. Purchase Image. Powered by
Blogger. Now that you have reached the solar wiring diagrams section of this website, you are
finally ready to learn how solar panels and batteries are wired together. We are going to start
with showing you some smaller solar systems arranged in different ways to produce different
results and move on to bigger solar systems arranged in different ways to produce different
results. Each arrangement has it's own solar wiring diagram, so you can see exactly how it's
done. Remember, you don't need to start off by making all the energy you'll ever need, right
away. You can get your feet wet by setting up your first solar system successfully, save a little
bit of money at first, then do it over and over again as many times as you want! The first solar
power wiring diagram arrangement we'll look at consists of only one solar panel and a battery
bank with one battery in it. Although the system above wouldn't provide an awful lot of power,
certainly not enough to meets all your needs , it could be used to supplement some energy,
save you a little bit of money and provide some limited convenience. An arrangement like this
would typically be used in a portable application powering appliances with low power ratings,
like those often used in trailers and RVs. For instance, if you have a certain appliance you would
like to power like a laptop by the pool or a tv in your back yard shed or gazebo, then this type of
solar application would provide a good affordable but limited energy solution. Watts - The
reason why this arrangement is limited is because with only one panel you can only produce up
to 63 watts per hour maximum under optimal sunlight conditions. Battery - With only one
battery, you can only store one battery worth of power. Since your battery can store amp hours
amps total in the period of one hour worth of energy, you'll have to spread those amp hours out
according to the amp ratting of your appliance for as long as you can. If you stick to small
appliances with small power loads you should be able to get some minimal energy savings with
this system in optimal sunlight. That might seem great but if you started adding more
appliances and power loads, you would likely run out quick. As a result, this limits your
available power even more. Amps - Furthermore, your system would only have 3. Volts - And
with only 18 volts panel and 12 volts battery bank , you would only be able to charge appliances
with a lower voltage rating, like 12 volt but not 24 volt or higher. But don't get too discouraged,
this solar arrangement is still useful and practical, as long as you don't expect too much out of
it. The second solar power wiring diagram arrangement we'll look at consists of two solar
panels and a battery bank with two batteries in it. With a two panel solar arrangement, we have a
few more options in terms of wiring. By this I mean that we now have the choice of wiring our
two panels and batteries using series wiring or parallel wiring. Series wiring is when you
connect your panels or batteries positive to negative, negative to positive, etc and it is used to
increase the overall volts. Parallel wiring is when you connect your panels or batteries positive
to positive, negative to negative, etc and it is used to increase the overall amps. Here is an
example of the same two panels wired in both series and in parallel. Although the two solar
arrangements above don't offer the most power or storage capacity, certainly not enough to
meets all your needs , they do give you more to work with. For instance: With the "series"
arrangement above, you could now power a 24 volt appliance and wouldn't have to stick only to
low voltage appliances commonly used outdoors in trailers or RVs. However if you are using
appliances with low voltage ratings anyway like if you're in a camper then you might prefer the
"parallel" arrangement because you'll be able to charge your batteries faster and store more
energy per available daylight hours. Watts - Since we are now working with two panels, this
solar system will output w of power per hour maximum under optimal sunlight conditions. Still
not the most power, but much better than the one panel system in our first example. Watts
remain the same with both series and parallel wiring. Battery - With two solar panels and two
batteries wired in series, your battery's storage capacity stays the same: amp hours - so your

battery can store amps total in the period of one hour. This is a low storage capacity. Amps With two solar panels and two batteries wired in series, your amps remain the same at 3. Volts With two solar panels and two batteries wired in series, your panels' volts increase to 36 volts
and your battery bank's volts go to 24 volts which means you'll be able to power up to 24 volt
appliances. Watts - Since we're now working with two panels, this solar system will output w of
power per hour maximum under optimal sunlight conditions. This gives you better storage
capacity, but the trade off is your battery bank's voltage remains small at 12 volts. If you stick to
small appliances with small power loads, you should be ok. Amps - With two solar panels and
two batteries wired in parallel, your amps increase to 7 amps which means you'll be able to
charge your battery bank faster and take better advantage of available daylight hours. Volts With two solar panels and two batteries wired in parallel, your volts remain the same at 18 volts
panels and 12 volts battery bank so you will only be able to charge a 12 volt battery bank and
thus power up to 12 volt appliances. If you are only supplementing some of your home's power
or using your system to power RV type appliances than this arrangement allows you to pick a
balance that can be more practical to your needs. The next solar power wiring diagram
arrangement we'll look at consists of four solar panels and a battery bank with four batteries in
it. With four panels we clearly have enough of them to arrange them using a combination of
series and parallel wiring. We do this because it provides a better balance of volts and amps,
instead of tipping the scales only to one side like with just straight series or straight parallel
wiring. Here is an example of four panels wired in a combination of series and parallel. Now this
is a little better. Although the solar arrangement above isn't the biggest, it does provide
reasonable amounts of power, load delivery and storage capacity. Watts - Since we connected
two groups of two panels together in series and parallel, this solar system will output w of
power per hour maximum under optimal sunlight conditions. This is an ok amount of power and
you should start to notice some better energy savings now, however this set up still has it's
limitations. This is a better storage capacity. Now we'll look at the same four panel solar
arrangement as above, expect we will wire the panels and batteries together only in series.
Although this system is not necessarily one that many would use most would likely prefer the
previous more balanced system because more balance extends battery life , the main reason for
somebody choosing this arrangement would be to increase the volts high enough to power 48
volt appliances. Of course, you will be sacrificing some amps charging speed , and amp hours
storage capacity , but if powering up to 48 volt appliances is want you want, you will accomplish
this. Here is an example of four panels wired in series. With the series arrangement above, you
can now power a 48 volt appliance, but you'll charge your batteries slower 3. Watts - Since we
connected four panels together in series, this solar system will output w of power per hour
maximum under optimal sunlight conditions. This is the same wattage as the previous 4 panel
system and has an ok amount of power. You should start to notice some better energy savings
now, however this set up has it's limitations. While this four panel series arrangement helps to
tilt the scales in the voltage favor, it also decreases some other very important factors, that you
may not want to give up. The choice is yours. The next solar power wiring diagram arrangement
we'll look at consists of eight solar panels and a battery bank with eight batteries in it. With
eight panels we clearly have enough of them to arrange them using a combination of series and
parallel wiring. Here is an example of eight panels wired in a combination of series and parallel.
Ok, now were making some better energy production. Our power is up, our load delivery is good
and our storage capacity is good. Watts - Since we connected two groups of four panels
together in series and parallel, this solar system will output w of power per hour maximum
under optimal sunlight conditions. This is a good amount of power. This is a pretty good
storage capacity. The next solar power wiring diagram arrangement we'll look at consists of
sixteen solar panels and a battery bank with sixteen batteries in it. With sixteen panels we
clearly have enough of them to arrange them using a combination of series and parallel wiring.
Here is an example of sixteen panels wired in a combination of series and parallel. The is a great
power reserve. Watts - Since we connected four groups of four panels together in series and
parallel, this solar system will output w of power per hour maximum under optimal sunlight
conditions. This is a great amount of power. This is a great storage capacity. You can now begin
to enjoy some real energy independence. Now we'll look at the same sixteen panel solar
arrangement as above, expect we will wire the panels and batteries together only in series.
Although this system is not necessarily one that many would use most would likely prefer the
previous more balanced system because more balance extends battery life , the main reason for
somebody choosing this arrangement would be to increase the volts high enough to power volt
appliances. Of course, you will be sacrificing amps charging speed , and amp hours storage
capacity , but if powering up to volt appliances is what you want, you will accomplish this. Here
is an example of sixteen panels wired in series. With the series arrangement above, you can

now power volt appliances, but you'll charge your batteries slower 3. Watts - Since we
connected 16 panels together in series, this solar system will output w of power per hour
maximum under optimal sunlight conditions. This is the same wattage as the previous sixteen
panel system and thus has a great amount of power. While this sixteen panel series
arrangement helps to tilt the scales in the voltage favor, it also decreases some other very
important factors, that you may not want to give up. But that's not all, we can now try grouping
them differently, so we'll start by using four groups of eight. This arrangement will provide a
better balance of volts and amps, instead of tipping the scales only to one side like with just
straight series or straight parallel wiring. Here is an example of thirty two panels wired in both
series and in parallel. Now were making some energy! Our power is good, our load delivery is
up and our storage capacity is up. Watts - Since we connected thirty two panels together in
series and parallel, this solar system will output w of power per hour maximum under optimal
sunlight conditions. This is a pretty good amount of power and should be able to meet most of
your energy needs. The only drawback is that you can't power volt appliances. If this is
important to you, you'll have to use the next arrangement. The next solar power wiring diagram
arrangement we'll look at consists of thirty two solar panels and a battery bank with thirty two
batteries in it. We do this to raise the volts, this way we can power volt appliances.
Unfortunately, this will reduce our charging speed amps and storage capacity amp hours.
Although this type of wiring may put a little more stress on your solar system, the benefit is
often worth it. After all, you can't get anything without a little bit of sacrifice. Here is an example
of thirty two panels wired in series. Ok, that brought our volts up. However it slowed down
charging speed and decreased our storage capacity a little. This is an acceptable storage
capacity. However due to the fact that we have a lot of panels to work with, the sacrifice is not
that drastic. As a result, you get great power, pretty good charge speed and acceptable storage
capacity, along with some true measure of real energy independence. Now that wasn't that hard,
what is? Remember, if you use bigger solar cells to build your solar panels you can effectively
raise most of the above values drastically and thus won't require such a big solar energy
system to meet your specific power needs. This bigger your solar panels' output is, the less of
them you have to join together. Now that you have reviewed every solar arrangement above and
have some idea of how to build the size of solar system you'll need, click here to go back to the
Wiring Solar Panels section in the exact spot you left off or just click your browser's back
button. Introductory activity: the air pollution problem. In order to understand the role that solar
cars play in improving the environment, it is helpful for students to examine how cars, and
burning fossil fuels, contribute to the air pollution problem. Have your students get a general
sense of the problem by researching the following questions:. Once research is complete, they
should present their findings either as a written report, Web page, or PowerPoint presentation.
Make sure to save these presentations, so that groups can use them, and other project work, to
complete their final assessment. Bookmark these Web sites for student research. Have students
extend their knowledge by researching some general facts about solar energy and its impact on
their community. Student groups should develop a set of research questions about solar
energy, or use the following questions:. Read about solar energy using the Web sites listed
below. Talk to environmentalists to find out more. On a sunny day, hook up a solar cell to a
motor with a propeller of a spinner. Count how many times the propeller spins in a minute.
Using all your research, create a hypothesis for this question: What are some of the challenges
involved with using solar energy to power a car, and how can they be overcome? Specifically,
consider:. Now have student groups test the hypothesis they made by designing, building, and
testing a working solar car based on their predictions in Step 2. Begin by:. Have students draw
a diagram of their final solar car, labeling each part. Encourage them to write a description of
how the car works, and how each of the design changes made improved the performance of the
car. They should also include the information about how fast the car traveled after each design
change. What were some of difficulties faced in building and improving the performance of each
car? Students should use their research and the results of experiment to draw conclusions
about how solar cars can be used to replace gas-powered cars. They should summarize their
findings and present them to the class as a report, PowerPoint presentation, or Web page. As a
class, you can enter one or all the cars in the Junior Solar Sprint race sponsored by the U.
Department of Energy! These races are held at 83 sites located in 26 states. Whether you are
holding your own event or attending an event held by another school, send letters to local TV
stations, newspapers, and politicians to tell them about your project and the race. Urge them to
attend and help publicize the need for alternative energy sources like solar power. Bookmark
this Web site for student research. Create a final written, PowerPoint, or Web site presentation
of the entire project. The presentations can be in the form of a scrapbook, portfolio, or narrative
report. They should include:. If you are an electric vehicle EV owner or are interested in

becoming one, there is also a good chance that you will look into installing an EV charging port
at your home. Home charging ports provide a convenient way for EV owners to fuel their
electric car without the need to find a public charging station. There are not nearly as many
public EV charging stations as public gas stations, so it is sometimes necessary for these
owners to install their own. At-home charging stations draw energy from the existing electrical
grid. The cost for using this electricity is the same as other household electricity use, and
considering the fact that an electric car can store a significant amount of energy, it may be
somewhat costly. This is why pairing a charging station with a solar panel system is a great
solution for EV owners and solar panel owners alike. To figure out how many solar panels it
takes to fuel your electric car, you have to account for a several factors such as the size of your
EV battery, the efficiency of your panels, type of hardware, etc. The combination of a solar panel
system and EV charging station brings several benefits and provides a cost-effective way to
produce and make use of your solar energy. If you are trying to set up a solar panel system that
can provide enough energy to fuel your electric car, you will need this type of setup. Solar
inverters are an important piece of this puzzle. Before your generated solar energy can be used
by most of your devices and appliances, it must be converted from direct current DC to
alternating current AC. This is also the case for fueling your electric car with solar energy. An
even better option however, is to use a product like the new SolarEdge EV charging inverter ,
which pairs the charger and the inverter into one device. Now that we understand exactly how
you can use a solar panel system to fuel your electric car, we can get into the details that
determine how much electricity is required. First and foremost, the quantity of electricity
needed to fuel your electric car is dependent on the capacity of its battery. First, we need to
consider the amount of energy that an individual solar panel is producing. The energy
production of a solar panel is dependent on its material, size, efficiency, and a few other factors.
A typical, watt solar panel will produce around Luckily, the average driver travels 37 miles per
day, which translates to about 12 kWh of electricity. So, a more realistic number would be 12
solar panels. Remember, this is also a conservative estimate, so if your solar panels are high
efficiency, the number of panels may drop even lower. Also, if you drive less than 30 miles per
day, the number of required panels will decrease drastically. Since most solar panel systems
include around 25 to 30 solar panels, this figure is very realistic for prospective solar panel
owners and EV owners. When you decide to install your solar panel system, thinking about
whether or not you will want to add a home charging point is crucial. Even if you plan on buying
an electric car two or three years down the road, you will want to plan your solar project with
that taken into account because it can have impacts on the type of inverter and number of
panels you will need. Solar panels are a cost-effective way to fuel your electric car and may
require anywhere from 6 to 12 solar panels. You can use the averages as a benchmark when
doing your own analysis, and if you ever need help do not hesitate to talk with one of our
energy advisors today! How much does it cost to charge a Tesla Model 3 with solar? Read More.
If you are an electric vehicle EV owner or are interested in becoming one, there is also a good
chance that you will look The increasing adoption rate of solar technology has led to both
surprising innovations as well as obvious and practical applications. One such application of
solar Earlier this month Silicon Valley startup As there is little opposition to the Driving an
electric car charged by solar panels on your roof sounds like the dream â€” you are now driving
to work in a vehicle Zero Upfront Cost. Best Price Guaranteed. Learn More. Solar panels contain
cells of semiconductive material, usually silicon, usually encased in a metallic frame and
tempered glass. When subject to sunlight, photovoltaic cells create It sure sounds like a good
thing, but what Inverters change the power produced by your solar panels Solar Panel
Installation and Solar Installer Terms Bankability â€” The measurement of how likely a solar
company will be in business in the future. Elon Musk and the Tesla Solar program released the
heavily-anticipated solar roof. The release of the solar roof also prompted a complete overhaul
of the Taking a swim in your pool can be a great way to cool off after a hot day. Less relaxing is
repairing a broken pool In fact, in we spent Solar for condominium unit owners is uncommon
but gaining steady popularity, particular in states like California where specific legislation has
been written about it. No menu assigned! Solar Panels for Home. Solar Panel Cost. Solar
Financing. Solar Battery. How do solar batteries work? Solar FAQs. General Solar. Creating a
Solar. See how much solar panels cost in your area. Get Started Please enter a valid zipcode.
Search for:. Solar Panels to Charge an Electric Car. Utility How much does it cost to charge a
Tesla Model 3 with solar? Everything You Need to Know About Solar Carports The increasing
adoption rate of solar technology has led to both surprising innovations as well as obvious and
practical applications. Driving on Sunshine: Comparing the Economics of Gas and Electric
Vehicles Driving an electric car charged by solar panels on your roof sounds like the dream â€”
you are now driving to work in a vehicle Please enter a valid zipcode. Get Started. How Do Solar

Panels Work? Solar Pool Heater Taking a swim in your pool can be a great way to cool off after
a hot day. Solar for Condo Owners Solar for condominium unit owners is uncommon but
gaining steady popularity, particular in states like California where specific legislation has been
written about it. Related Posts:. Is it possible to have an off grid system that takes the ac
directly from the inverter for use and also powers the charge controller to the batteries? This
way you are only drawing off the batteries as needed mostly at night. It seems most diagrams
show all the ac coming off the battery bank at all times. In your suggested scheme, there are
two power converters in the path from Solar panels to the batteries, whereas in the other model
that you mentioned, one power converter, i. The losses in the second power converter is
avoided in the system. When you need AC, you need to make it, and inverter is needed here.
Electricity from solar panels is conditioned by charge controller directly and sent to batteries.
You ought to be a part of a contest for one of the greatest blogs on the net. I am going to
recommend this site! You must have enough solar cells to charge the battery bank in one or two
days of good sunlight and ,. I am not sure why you said 2pcs of ah12V battries in series. He
needs batteres to supply the w loads for 12hours at night. Any one giving idea what will happen
if wire is connected in only one part of solar pannel instead of connecting in 2part?? Regardless
if it is connected to the charger. Parallel connecting can be done for a short period like jump
starting a car. They can be connected serial and charge with a 24 V charger. Still problematic if
one battery is much worse than the other. The best is to have two 12V charge controllers. Both
batteries will be charged to their ability. Your email address will not be published. Electrical
Technology 15 1 minute read. Show More. Related Articles. Electric Bill Calculator with
Examples. I am doing it manually and it is possible that way but a real pain in the butt to
manage. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Check Also.
What is a Solar Charge Controller? Close Search for. Adblock Detected Our website is made
possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by
disabling your ad blocker. We depends on ad revenue to keep creating quality content for you
to learn and enjoy for free. By: Author Nate Yarbrough. There are several options below to
choose from. There are varying sizes of systems and this list is constantly changing and
expanding to fit your needs. All of the diagrams below feature:. This video will show you how to
best use this page. This diagram and parts list is perfect from ground-up electrical installs into
campervans, skoolies, or expedition vehicles. This system is most suitable for systems that do
not have a pre-existing house electrical system installed. This diagram and parts list is perfect
for retrofitting solar and an upgraded Inverter into a factory build OEM RV with 30A shore
power. This diagram and parts list is perfect for retrofitting solar and an upgraded Inverter into a
factory build OEM RV with 50A shore power. This system is most suitable for systems that do
have a pre-existing house electrical system installed. This diagram also shows how to wire
multiple solar arrays through multiple charge controllers into the Lynx Distributor. This diagram
also features full system monitoring through the Victron GX line of devices. This diagram and
parts list is perfect from ground-up electrical installs into campervans, schoolies, or expedition
vehicles. This diagram features high-performance wires, fuses, and fuse holders but chooses
more budget-friendly components like Renogy, Aims, Kisae, or similar. This wiring diagram is a
full guidebook for all of the 12V branch circuits like likes, fans, 12v outlets, USB outlets, 12V
Refrigerators are other such devices commonly used in DIY Campers. This wiring diagram
shows a typical 6-circuit V branch circuit wiring diagram that is commonly used in DIY Campers
for V outlets, water heaters, air conditioners, and other high wattage devices. Not sure what size
you need? Need Personalized Help? Sign up to our newsletter! I have a couple questions
regarding the breaker I should use between the panels and the charge controller. Now, also
according to your calculator it says that I can expect to see SO, with the potential of Does this
seem correct? Thanks for your help. Nate Yarbrough, Interesting. Its five W panels in parallel.
Newpowa model on amazon. Perhaps I listed something wrong using your handy calculator? I
always shoot to have array amperages under 30A so I can simply use MC4 connectors, fuses,
and a single breaker. This will likely mean wiring in series or series-parallel depending on the
specific panels and number of panels you are trying to use. Dude I love your videos. That you
have a sence of humor is appreciated. Im a dhmbass. Ive watched cou tless videos. Your the
best at what ypu do. I just want more than i need if that makes sence. I have 2 currently bu may
buy twp more watt panemls. No idea what size charge controller to get. Is amp hrs simply
shown on batteries? Love your channel and blogs! Looking to install my 1st solar system in my
5th wheel. Although I'm somewhat of an amateur, looking for clarification on programing.
Currently have 2x 6v wet batterys series but get a little bit lost with "bulk, absorption and float"
charging rates. I believe that these values would be different then that of 2x 12v in parallel?
Have any in-depth information on this? Hi Nate, great write ups on solar. I recently purchased 2x
48v watt solar panels, I want to run on my rv. If parallel, could 10ga wire with mc4 connectors

handle the combined panel current of I thinks the wire is rated for 40 amps. Also trying to find a
cost effective mppt charge controller. Thoughts on controllers, parallel vs series? It'll be
charging 4x 6v batteries in a 12v configuration. Will this be a mistake or problem down the
road? I plan on subscribing to your monthly consulting service once the eqpt arrives and
weather clears so that I can start building. Thank you! Click Here. Photo Credit: Click here to
cancel reply. Nick Tuesday 16th of February Hey Nate, I have a couple questions regarding the
breaker I should use between the panels and the charge controller. Nate Yarbrough Tuesday
16th of February Deloy Saturday 13th of February Brodie Friday 12th of February Justin
Wednesday 3rd of February David Blood Tuesday 2nd of February Nate Yarbrough Tuesday 2nd
of February Search for:. Each spring I gather solar lights my neighbors tossed in the garbage
after the lights have stopped working. The ones that only need minor repairs, I repair, and the
ones that need major work I strip for parts and reverse engineer the circuit boards. Most of the
circuit designs used in automated decretive garden lights are simple and easy to reverse
engineer. Garden lights incorporate three basic circuits, the charging circuit, the dark detecting
circuit that turns the LED driver on and off, and the LED driver. Now to get started adding solar
power to your small electronics projects and use the sun to power your battery powered night
lights, garden lights, and other automated decorations or projects. The circuits are easy to build
and to get working. They are fun to build and to teach your kids, how to work with light. Most of
the circuits in this Instructable work as long as you are in the ball park so it is easy to substitute
parts and get the circuits to work. Transistors; just about any general purpose low power
transistor, can be used for these circuits. Diodes; just about any general purpose, switching or
other low power diodes, can be used for these circuits, however Schottky diodes have lower
voltage drops and work very well. There is a lot of room to play in these circuits. If you make the
circuits in the garden light IC datasheet you will need the parts listed in the datasheets. The first
part of a solar circuit is the solar cell or other device for collecting light and making use of it; I
have quite a collection of solar cells and solar panels, most of them salvaged from solar garden
lights rescued from the garbage. Many of them were repaired by me and they range from 1. Now
that you have solar cells it is time to find out what you can do with them. You do this by
checking the voltage and the amperage produced by the solar cell. Never check the voltage or
the current of the solar cell unloaded, that means do not just attach meter leads to the solar
cells leads. Unloaded the meter misinterprets the current going through it as voltage and gives
you a much higher voltage than the solar cell is producing. Start by connecting the solar cell to
a resistor, the resistor can be any size. Then measure the voltage across the resistor, now you
get a much more accurate output voltage between 1. If you dead short a battery the current will
climb until something blows, if you dead short a power supply the current will climb until
something blows. Since the solar cells were salvaged from solar garden lights most fell into two
groups; 1. Now you have the basic specks of the solar cells it is time to look at the batteries that
are charged by these solar cells. The batteries come in 1. When you match the battery to the
solar cell all you need for a charging circuit is a diode. To charge the high capacity of a NiCad
battery or battery pack it is recommended to charge the battery at the rate listed on the battery
label. Although a current-limiting resistor between a solar panel and a battery is technically
needed, it is not necessary if the battery will not be overcharged. In our case, the solar cells will
not overcharge the battery. These solar cells should be able to charge one 1. The charging
circuit for these batteries is simple, a solar cell connected to a diode then connected to a NiCad
battery. The diode isolates the batteries from the solar cell so that when the sun is not out the
solar cell will not drain the batteries. You can use almost any switching diode for this circuit,
and you can use a much more efficient circuit with a lower voltage drop than a diode, but you
would be hard pressed to do it with the same ease or price as a 1N schottky barrier diode. The
diode isolates the base of the transistor from the batteries so only the solar cell powers the
transistors base. In this circuit I use a PNP transistor as Q1 that is controlled by the voltage
output from the solar panel. When it gets dark; the solar cells voltage drops to zero, the current
flows out the transistors base and through the solar cell to ground, this closes the transistor
letting the current flow through the LED switching it on. This circuit works very well for low
power applications when there in not enough current coming out of the base to damage the
solar cell. However with circuits that produce higher currents coming out of the PNP transistors
base, you can burn out the solar cell. With higher currents you do not want the current passing
from the base of Q1 through the solar cell or you risk burning out the solar cell. This circuit
uses the solar cell for dark detection, this charges the batteries and turns the LED on when the
solar cell is in the sun, or turns off the LED when the solar cell is in the dark not charging the
batteries. When the solar cell is producing power, the power is applied to the base and the
collector of Q1, the transistor switches to closed, and lights up the LED. When the solar cell is
in the dark and not producing power, no power reaches Q1s base and the transistor is open

turning off the LED. When the switch is open no power gets to the circuit and the ultra-bright
LED is off. When you combine the LED driver circuit without the charge indicating LED and the
dark detecting circuit; the ultra-bright LED will come on when the solar cell is not charging the
circuit. Now when light is on the solar cell it powers the base of Q1 closing Q1 and reducing the
voltage to the base of Q2 to near zero volts opening Q2 and turning the ultra-bright LED off.
When the solar cell is in the dark there is no power to the base of Q1 opening Q1 and increasing
the voltage to the base of Q2 closing Q2 and turning the ultra-bright LED on. Now you have an
automatic on and off light. This circuit has one disadvantage, if you miss calibrate R1 and R2
the ultra-bright LED can come on with a very low drop in sunlight, or only come on in total
darkness. To calibrate the light level the ultra-bright LED turns on and off, adjust the value of R1
up or down until the ultra-bright LED changes state at the desired light level. This circuit is a
little different than the circuits that use the solar cell for a dark detection; this circuit uses a
photo resistor for the dark sensor in place of the solar cell. Now the diode is placed right after
the solar cell so Q1 and Q2 are powered by the battery. The advantage of this circuit is the dark
sensing LED driver can be one location and the charging circuit with the solar cell can be in
another location. The value of R1 changes with the light, its value goes down as the amount of
light goes up and its value goes up as the amount of light goes down. This action of R1 varies
the power applied to the base of Q1 and allows Q1 to control the ultra-bright LEDs on and off
cycle. Since the value of R1 changes with light and R2 is fixed, to calibrate the dark sensing
circuit you adjust the value of R2 up or down to adjust the light level that turns the ultra-bright
LED on or off. No matter what circuit you use 1. This circuit increases the voltage so the 1. Now
that you have a 1. Ether of the dark detecting circuits will work, when the solar cell or the photo
resistor is in the light Q1 is closed reducing the base of Q2 to near 0 volts opening the
transistor and shutting down the LED driver. Solar light ICs are very handy, they have the dark
detection circuit and the voltage multiplying LED driver built into one small four pin component.
Add the battery and the solar cell and you have a solar light. That aside the inductor controls
the power to the LED. Now the 1. I just tried this based on the diagram and it didn't seem to
work. Then I used your breadboard example and that worked. I noticed that you have a straight
positive going into the emitter which isn't your diagram. You have the LED connected to the
emitter. Reply 7 weeks ago. Sorry about that; that is the only circuit I did something different,
and then I forgot to put it in the Instructable. It worked however you couldn't see it in the
photographs so I switched to a ultra bright LED with a larger voltage drop across it. I will have
to fix that. I was going mental looking at the schematic and wondering what I was doing wrong.
My head hurt going back and forth. Still a great instructable. Just a question: My batteries are
not charging.. The batteries are good.. Let stay out overnight in the dark light is on and the
battery wears down.. At night - light does not come on. Solar panel produces around 4. Have
switched solar panels.. Complicated circuit board lots of "TINY" stuff on the board Can't seem
to find the schematic for it searched.. Any help will be appreciated.. Reply 2 months ago. Silly
time to ask but, did you replace the batteries with the same batteries. Here's a little break-down..
I inserted a few pictures to aid in analysis.. The lights and circuits work fine except for
recharging. I can put new or recharged batteries in - and everything works fine. It just won't
charge the batteries.. I don't think the circuit is putting out enough current amperage to put the
battery up to strength I included a few pictures to show the circuit board set-up but did not
reverse engineer yet. You mentioned rebuilding the circuit.. What puzzles me.. I removed the
complete coating from the solar cell will recoat it later If I " disconnect " the solar cell from the
circuit.. I read 4. With the cell " connected " to the circuit board with " NO " battery.. Reply 8
weeks ago. Without a resistor across the solar cell leads it can read a higher voltage than the
cell is producing. This is way to low to charge the 3. I bought NEW batteries same ones - rating,
etc - identical. Installed them - lites came on for the next two days and went dead. All 3 sets of
my lites do the same thing.. I am befuddled The circuits do not do the charging Any ideas? If all
three are doing the same thing it must be the same thing. How many hours of full sun do they
get? Most need ten hours a day. I noticed in the one set of picks, the solar cells are a little
oxidized. My guess; it is the resin coated chip, the black dot. About all you can do is make a
new circuit. You think that is what is preventing the batteries from recharging? I really don't
think that is it.. The circuit almost matches yours. Although the resistor from collector to ground
reads like maybe 10 ohms all 3 of the circuits read the same. What could be the problem?
Seems kind of odd - I have 3 of these and they all act the same - can not find a schematic and all
3 are not charging batteries but the lights work fine with charged batteries. Like I mentioned - I
can charge the batteries with an external charger and the lights work fine. You said when you
put a fully charged battery in the light it will turn on and off when you cover the solar panel. In
that circuit the 1N diode is the isolator, isolates the transistors base from the battery and the
charging circuit. I'm not sure how well it will work but you could try making this circuit for your

solar light. Since your circuit is over 2. Your best chance to get a schematic is to Reverse
Engineer the circuit, however that wont help you with the resin covered IC. A couple hints The
Yellow arrow marked D1 on the circuit board, this is a diode. I can't read the markings but if you
might find it here or in the PDF files in the Instructable. The green arrow Q3 should be a
transistor however I have seen zener diodes marked with a Q also. Tip 2 months ago. No
guarantees on the translation but it looked right to me. Refreshed all my electronics education.
Question 5 months ago. Thanks for the brilliant diagrams and explanations. I'm a bit stuck on
step 8. There are several circuits shown.. Also the solar panel now shows 1. Is this important?
The previous circuits used a 3v panel. Thanks in advance for your help! Introduction: Simple
Solar Circuits. By Josehf Murchison Follow. More by the author:. In the last step I control a 5
volt motor with a 1. Photo Resistor, if you salvage garden lights like I do you should have
plenty. Inductors Two 0. Attachments ANA If you watch this video you can see the circuits in
action. Participated in the Automation Contest View Contest. Did you make this project? Share
it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Mars Clock by prdassonville
in Clocks. Reply Upvote. Josehf Murchison duncanis Reply 7 weeks ago. Phurman1 2 months
ago. Josehf Murchison Phurman1 Reply 2 months ago. Phurman1 Josehf Murchison Reply 2
months ago. Phurman1 Phurman1 Reply 2 months ago. That should read a higher voltage. What
is the voltage right off the solar cell? Josehf Murchison Phurman1 Reply 8 weeks ago. Josehf
Murchison duncanis Reply 2 months ago. JonAyerst Question 5 months ago. Answer Upvote.
Solar cars are powered by electricity through the use of solar energy. Solar panels are attached
to the surface generally, the top of the vehicle. Photovoltaic PV cells convert the Sun's energy
directly into electrical energy. Scientists are working on these problems. Battery systems that
offer high-density energy have become a focus of auto industry scientists. Development
continues towards designing solar panels on cars that are more efficient. Unfortunately, at this
stage, solar cars are still not suitable for day-to-day transport. However, solar cars are built for
special purposes demonstration and engineering exercises and are built by enthusiasts who
want to race them. There is a very famous race called the World Solar Challenge that is held
every years from Darwin to Adelaide in Australia. Kiwi couple Vivianne and Stewart Lister
designed and built a solar car and entered it in the race. You can read about their story in
School Journal Part 4, Number 3, Vivianne and Stewart constructed a large solar panel across
the top of their car. They made the panel adjustable so that it could be moved to face the Sun.
This was great because they could keep going all day by just tilting the panel. It did cause a
problem though â€” the car became unstable at high speeds. One time, a great gust of wind
picked the car up 10 metres into the air and dumped it into the rocks and trees about metres
from the road. The batteries were large and took up a lot of space. Vivianne and Stewart finished
the race and came first in their class for private owners. There were better and faster cars, but
they were cars sponsored by big companies such as Toyota who could put lots of money into
making them. Research and development into solar cars continues. The cars are getting faster
and big corporations are looking at more efficient solar cells and battery technology â€” where
the batteries are lighter and hold more energy. Scientists are often directed into areas of new
learning because of a need in society. With oil being a limited resource, scientists have had to
focus on alternative, sustainable energy sources. Although there are still many problems in the
area of solar energy, scientists are persevering to make solar energy a viable solution. Visit the
annual solar car challenge website. This New Zeland Geographic article, The charge of the light
brigade tells the story of the New Zealand solar car challenge entry in Read our latest newsletter
online here. Nature of science Scientists are often directed into areas of new learning because
of a need in society. Twitter Pinterest Facebook Instagram. Email Us. Would you like to take a
short survey? This survey will open in a new tab and you can fill it out after your visit to the site.
Yes No. We may never drive cars covered in photovoltaic cells like the one in this picture, but
building a miniature solar car is a fun way to see how solar energy can be used for power. In
this project you will need creativity and experimentation to design and build a car powered by
two solar cells and a small electric motor. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory has a
PDF curriculum that will also give you ideas and help you learn about the scientific and
engineering principles behind building a solar car. Could you perform electrolysis to divide
water into hydrogen and oxygen using a solar panel? How can we harness the amazing power
of the sun? Maybe you'll be the next scientist to help find out! Every morning the sun rises,
bringing light and heat to the earth, and every evening it sets. It seems so commonplace that we
rarely spare a thought for that bright object in the sky. Yet without it, we wouldn't exist! Deep in
the core of our local star, hydrogen atoms react by nuclear fusion, producing a massive amount
of energy that streams in all directions at the speed of light that's the mind-boggling speed of
more than , miles per second. In just eight minutes, that energy travels 93 million miles to earth.
We use many different forms of energy here on earth, but here's the thing: almost all of them

originate with the sun, not just light and heat thermal energy! The law of conservation of energy
says that energy can't be created or destroyed, but can change its form. And that's what
happens with energy from the sun â€”it changes into lots of different forms:. The sun sends
more energy to the earth in one hour than the whole planet needs in a year. Imagine if we could
capture that energy directly and convert it to a form that could power our cities, homes, and
cars! Many scientists around the world are researching how we can improve our use of the
sun's energy. One way is to use solar thermal panels to collect thermal energy to heat air and
water. Another way is to use photovoltaic PV cells , also called solar cells, to convert sunlight
directly into electricity. PV cells use a material such as silicon to absorb energy from sunlight.
The sunlight energy causes some electrons to break free from the silicon atoms in the cell.
Because of how the solar cell is made, these free electrons move to one side of the cell,
creating a negative charge and leaving a positive charge on the other side. When the cell is
hooked up in a circuit with wires, the electrons will flow through the wires from the negative
side to the positive side, just like a battery. This electron flow is electricity, and it will power a
load light bulb, car motor , etc. PV cells today are still only able to capture a small fraction of the
sun's energy, so acres of them are necessary to collect enough light to create electricity on a
large scale. A lot more scientific work needs to be done to make them more efficient and take up
less space. Despite the challenges, solar panels are used to power many things such as
emergency signs, school crossing lights, and more. Many people are also able to power their
homes by mounting solar panels on the roof, and this will only get easier as the technology
continues to advance. Our products are durable, reliable, and affordable to take you from the
field to the lab to the kitchen. They won't let you down, no matter what they're up against.
Whether it's over eager young scientists year after year, or rigorous requirements that come
once-in-a lifetime. And if your science inquiry doesn't go as expected, you can expect our
customer service team to help. Count on friendly voices at the other end of the phone and
expert advice in your inbox. They're not happy until you are. Bottom line? We guarantee our
products and service won't mess up your science studyâ€”no matter how messy it gets. Make
Your Own Solar Car In this project you will need creativity and experimentation to design and
build a car powered by two solar cells and a small electric motor. Adult supervision is
recommended for this project. What You Need: 2 solar cells alligator clip leads Rubber bands
Small electric motor Look at hobby or electronics stores, and make sure you get one with a
motor pulley For the car body: cardboard milk carton, water bottle, cardboard, foam board, or
similar materials For the wheels: plastic bottle caps, film canister caps, toy wheels such as
K'nex, etc. What You Do: Choose a material for the car body, which is called the chassis. Think
carefully about this: you want something strong, but also something lightweight so it needs
less power for the motor to move it. But be careful â€” if it's too light, it can easily get blown
about by the wind. A big part of engineering is finding the right balance between weight and
strength. Use a nail to poke a small hole in the center of your wheels. Make sure the stiff wire or
wooden skewers you use for axles fit in the holes tightly. Take an extra cap and cut off the
sides, leaving just the top part, which usually has a small inner rim to help keep the bottle from
leaking. Glue this cap to one of your wheels. You have just created a pulley for your driving
wheel; the inner rim of the extra bottle cap will support your car's drive belt. You can try using a
film canister cap for this step instead of cutting a bottle cap. If you are using toy wheels like
K'nex, you can just use a smaller wheel mounted on the inside of your main wheel to act as the
pulley. Now, mount your axles onto the chassis. Depending on what your chassis is made of,
you can thread the axle through eye screws mounted on the bottom. Another easy method is to
tape straws on the underside of the chassis and thread the axles through them. Use our balloon
rocket car project as reference for how to do this. Attach the small motor pulley to the motor
shaft. Determine where to mount the motor by connecting the driving pulley with the motor
pulley using an elastic band as a drive belt. Position the motor so the band is slightly stretched
but don't stretch it too much! Mount the motor with glue or tape it in between a small frame of
wood or cardboard blocks. Use clear plastic tape to attach the two solar cells together
side-by-side; then connect them in a series circuit using the alligator clip leads. Connect the
positive terminal of one cell to the negative terminal of the other. Connect the remaining
terminals to the motor. If the motor spins the wrong way, switch the leads where they connect
to the motor. Once it's connected properly, you'll probably want to use to tape to help keep the
wires under control. Mount the solar cells on the chassis at an angle where they will receive the
most sun. Take your car outside to a sunny sidewalk, connect the drive belt, and watch it go!
Designing and building a car from scratch involves a lot of perseverance and trial and error, so
don't be discouraged if yours doesn't work perfectly right away. Experiment to see if you can
improve the design of your solar car. How fast does it go? Does it drive straight? How would it
perform with only one solar cell? What if you used smoother wheels for less friction? Keep

testing new ideas to make your car work better. Once you've perfected your car, think about
other ways you could experiment with solar power. Could you build a solar boat or water pump?
And that's what happens with energy from the sun â€”it changes into lots of different forms:
Plants convert light energy from the sun into chemical energy food by the process of
photosynthesis. Animals eat plants and use that same chemical energy for all their activities.
Heat energy from the sun causes changing weather patterns that produce wind. Wind turbines
then convert wind power into electrical energy. Hydroelectricity is electrical energy produced
from moving water, and water flows because heat energy from the sun causes evaporation that
keeps water moving through the water cycle. Right now, much human activity uses energy from
fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas. These energy sources are created over very long
periods of time from decayed and fossilized living matter animals and plants , and the energy in
that living matter originally came from the sun through photosynthesis. Our Guarantee. We get
it. Science can be messy. But Home Science Tools' products and service can handle it. Get in
touch with our Customer Service team. Which best describes you? In this Instructable, I'd like
to show you how I installed my own grid-interactive solar array, so that you can too! To start
with, this is a "Grid-Tie" or "Utility-Interactive" solar system. Off-Grid is great too, but it's not
what we are talking about today! GRID-TIE In a grid-interactive system, a home is already
connected to the power utility and remains connected to the utility but also has the ability to
create and use solar energy. If more power is still needed, it can be brought in from the power
utility. If MORE solar is being created than is being used, it gets exported to the utility, and the
producer of the energy gets credited for it! It has plenty of safety features and a legal agreement
with my power company regarding how power is bought and sold from each other. My house
also happens to be on a busy road, with plenty of traffic going past. One of the more common
arguements I hear against solar is that people don't like the look. I wanted to do a good job, as
my solar would basically be a billboard for renewable energy due to how many people would
drive past it every day! This solar was also part of a larger project - the complete demolition,
expansion, and rebuilding of my garage. My old detached garage was falling down and needed
to be replaced. My Dad, brother, and I built a new garage, complete with insulation, heated floor,
loft storage space, electric car chargers, and a roof designed to hold solar panels. New
construction is an ideal time to plan for solar! This Instructable will cover the design and
installation of the Photovoltaic Solar system. If you would like, you can get started by watching
this extensive video I made on the solar aspect of the project. Project Highlights:. I usually start
almost any project by learning all I can about the subject. That means hitting the library, reading
through the web, and taking classes. I already had some experience in electricity from working
on DIY Projects such as building a Solar Powered Kids toy car and a full size street-legal
electric car. I had also taken a non-credit electricity class through my local technical college,
and a course on Photovoltaics through the Midwest Renewable Energy Association. Although
you don't need to be an electrician to work with solar, you do need a general knowledge of AC
and DC electricity and safety. The power company bills you only for the difference in how much
power you create versus how much power you use. Hawaii does NOT allow export back to the
grid although you can have solar and be connected to the grid at the same time, just not export
and several States have other specific local rules. For details please visit here and contact your
local power provider. If laws or regulations are ever changed, existing solar installations are
typically "grandfathered" and continue operation under the original contract with the power
utility. Before beginning a grid-tie solar project, contact the power utility to find out what
requirements they will have. They may specify a maximum size, safety equipment required, or
other specifics. One of the first things you want to know is how much electricity you actually
USE. On an electric bill, there will be a usage listed with the units being in kWh or
kilowatt-hours. If you have a watt light bulb and you leave it on for 10 hours, that's one kWh of
energy. We tend to use less than that, as confirmed by looking at my monthly bill. Some bills
also show historical use. That's nice to know, as you can compare your energy use this month
versus the same month last year. Many homes tend to use the most electricity in the summer do
to air conditioning and solar is a good match, as it produces the most energy in the summer as
well. We are typically using around kWh of energy per month, and ideally I would want a solar
array that would produce that much power. At 30 days in a month, that's 20 kWhs per day that I
would like to produce on average. How much sun a certain location gets in a day varies quite a
bit depending on location and weather. Fortunately, that information is only a click away, thanks
to the internet. How much sun a place gets, per day, on average, is called "Solar Insolation".
Take a look at a map to see how much sun you get where you live! In my area, we get 4 to 4. If I
want to create 20 kWhs per day and divide by 4, I get roughly 5kW. So, I'll want about a 5, watt
solar array. In the real world, the solar panels might not face perfectly south, get dirty, or have
shading issues. After taking a look at my own electric use, learning all I could about solar, and

even finding some good resources and places to buy the solar equipment, I still needed to know
exactly how well my site would work with solar. A site assessment is really just a good look at
your location of where you are planning to put the solar and seeing if it is a good match or not.
Concerns are typically shading, lot lines and set backs, roof condition if solar will be mounted
on a roof, locations of underground and overhead utilities, and location and distance to
connection to the grid. You can't put a solar panel under a rock and expect it to produce power.
Neither can you place it in the shade. Ideally, solar needs a clear, unobstructed view of the sun
for as many hours of the day as possible. In the northern hemisphere, that means solar panels
should face south. They should also be on an angle to match the height of the sun in the sky as
much as possible. Make sure you mount your solar panels someplace sunny! My yard is pretty
shady, and the only really sunny spot is my garage. My plan was to mount the solar on the
south face of the garage roof. In designing the garage, we made sure that anything that broke
up the roof sky lights, chimney, vents, etc. For example, I'm in south-eastern Wisconsin in the
United States at about 43 degrees north latitude. Having my solar panels mounted at 45 degrees
would be pretty much ideal. In the summer, the sun may be higher than that, but in the winter, it
would be lower. On average, I'd be producing an ideal amount of power. In a location closer to
Equator, a flatter or lower pitch arrangement is great. The further north you go, the steeper you
want to mount your panels. In my case, I built the garage with the plan to install the solar
directly on the roof. We designed it with a sturdy structure to support the weight of the panels,
and had it roofed with metal instead of asphalt shingles for long-lasting durability. If you plan to
install solar on your roof, make sure the roof decking and shingles are in good condition. I was
surprised to learn that a metal roof with solar weighs LESS than a plain roof with just asphalt
shingles! If you have concerns about the load-bearing ability of your existing building, consult a
professional roofer or engineer. My roof is a little less than pitch. That's not as steep as I would
like it to be for ideal solar access, but I was limited by local building codes. A steeper pitch
would have meant my height would be taller than a legal 18' limit for a garage. Although not a
perfect angle to the sun, it's still a GOOD angle, and the garage otherwise faces due south. For
a grid-tie system like mine, we want the angle to give good average year-round production. In
off-grid setups for charging batteries, solar panels should be angled for maximum gain in the
month of the year that uses the most energy compared to what the panels can produce. That's
typically but not always a winter month like December or January. My next-door neighbors have
a row of nice large maple trees right on the property line. Clearly, these would shade the solar
panels at some point during the day at least part of the year. I also have a pine tree in the front
yard. Late in the year near the winter solstice the shadow of that tree might reach all the way to
the garage. But how would I know if these shadows would effect my solar system or how far
they would reach? A great tool for this is something called a Solar Pathfiner. I borrowed one
from a friend, and used it to check how shading would effect my system. The device itself is a
reflective dome with a compass and tripod legs. A person inserts a piece of black paper inside
which is printed with the angles of the sun through the year based on their latitude. By looking
at the reflection of trees, buildings, and other obstructions in the reflection in the plastic dome,
a person can trace those out on the paper and see how much of the sun will be blocked at any
time during the year. The paper is also printed with numbers representing what percent of solar
energy is created during that hour of the day. By counting the sections blocked by obstructions,
a person can figure out what percent of solar power is blocked for each month of the year. In my
case, I definately had some shading, and it was the worst in the winter months. The upside of
that is the winter months are when there's the least sun, and thus the least solar power
production anyways! That's the "solar window" when most of the power production is going to
be created. Power production is less outside. Besides using a tool like a Solar Pathfinder, you
can also simply observe your property at different times during the year. When building the new
garage, the roof was in place before this last year's winter solstice. I set up a small camera on a
ladder to create a time lapse. That way, I could see how the roof was shaded and when. Because
I knew that I would have some shading issues, I chose to use micro-inverters for my system. An
inverter is a device that takes Direct Current DC from the solar panels and converts it to
Alternating Current AC as is typical in most homes from the power utility. In traditional inverter
systems, solar panels are connected in series one to the next to the next to the next to get to
higher voltage and is then converted to AC at the inverter. One limitation of that system is if one
solar panel is shaded, it becomes the weak link in the chain, and reduces the current from ALL
the panels in series, limiting total power created. Alternatively, a micro-inverter is a small unit
mounted right at the solar panel. It converts the power of one panel to AC, and then that AC
power is combined in parallel to feed the home. If one panel is shaded it does not effect the
power production of any of the other panels. Besides considering shading, you will also want to
measure and sketch the area you plan to install solar. If it's on a roof, confirm the construction

and quality of the roof, and make sure the roofing material is in good condition. Also measure
the distance from the solar array location to the point it will connect to the grid often the main
Utility Meter. You will also want to inspect your main electrical breaker panel, see how many
spare spaces are available and the capacity of the panel and bus bar capacity if known. You will
need to know this information for designing the solar system and filling out paperwork required
by the utility and building inspector. I live in an area where building permits are required from
local authorities before home construction or remodeling. I also needed my utility's permission
to connect with solar. The utility would properly credit me for any energy I created and exported
to the grid. The system also needed to be shown that it was safe and within other parameters
required from the power utility. Because of this, I needed to create a proposal for my power
company and get an electric permit from my town. To plan my system, properly design it,
including using the right size wire, etc. I used the Solar Pathfinder to know how much loss I
could expect from shade, and I used PVWatts to calculate how much power I could expect to
produce in my location during any given month, and in total over a year. After six months of
solar electric production, I checked the estimates from PV Watts versus my real world energy
production. As long as I including the shading information from the Solar Pathfinder, the
predicted energy production was almost dead-on! I found that one of the places with the best
mail order prices was Renvu. That web page also has a great software tool to help DIY'ers
design their own system. I used Renvu's design tool to help me decide that I wanted a system
with 24 solar panels maximizing how many fit on the roof using micro-inverters to help with the
shade. I also wanted to double-check the materials I would need to mount the solar panels. The
Iron Ridge Design Assistant is a free tool which helps you design the racking system to mount
the solar. This includes information on snow loads and wind loads, ensuring that your solar
panels neither collapse a building nor get blown off the roof! Your building inspector will
appreciate seeing those numbers and know that some engineering thought was put into your
system. Here's how to use the Iron Ridge Design Assistant. The last really great online tool I
found to help me plan my system was at SolarDesignTool. This is full-blown solar design
software for professionals. The best part is that there's a FREE 30 day trial. I used the free trial
to design my system and export a professional report in PDF format to give the the Building
Inspector and Power Utility. Here's a walk through of the SolarDesignTool software :. These are
both part of the Distributed Generation Interconnection Agreement. The first form being an
application, and the second being the completed agreement itself. I would have to specify to the
utility what equipment I would use, the total power of it, and other details, including proving that
I have appropriate levels of property insurance. I filled out and submitted the PSC form and also
attached an application packet which included a map of my property, proposed location of the
equipment, a single-line diagram of how the equipment would be wired, and PDF spec sheets of
every piece of equipment I would use. I was told that an electric utility engineer would review
the proposal and get back to me. Most of what I gave to them particularly the single-line
diagram was generated in the SolarDesignTool software. I manually created my own map of my
property, using a screen grab from Google Maps, to show the proposed location of the solar
panels, AC disconnect, and other key pieces of equipment. It specifies the relationship between
the Power Utility and the Distributed Generator which is now me. While it's always possible that
rules or regulations of grid-tie solar power change in the future, this contract guarantees your
particular arrangement. In the solar world, there's something called the "AHJ" - that's the
Authority Having Jurisdiction, and it varies from one area to another, but commonly, it's the
local building inspector. Ahead of time, I sent the building inspector the same packet of
information that I sent to the utility. I had already worked with the building inspector for the
general construction of the garage, so he knew who I was, what I was doing, and that the solar
was part of the plan from the start. It's usually the contractor who pulls permits, not the home
owner. I had already contacted the electrician who did wiring in my garage, got his liscense
number, and arranged for him to come out sometime in the future when I was ready to wire the
solar. After about two weeks, I heard back from the power utility. They approved my proposal
with no changes, questions, or comments. Putting in the time on the paper-work was well worth
it. It felt great to know that I had planned everything out correctly from the start. Keep in mind
that MOST of this information needs to be known in the first place to properly design and install
a solar system. Actually providing that information to the power company isn't all that difficult.
Likewise, whatever you have for construction requirements in your area, you want to make sure
your system is safe and properly installed, whether or not a building inspector will be looking at
it. In my area, we have "smart meters" which communicate directly back to the utility. The utility
made a software change to my meter so that it could read and track separately the power pulled
from the grid AND power created from my solar and back-fed to the utility. A load-side
connection is the simplest and most cost effective way to connect solar power in to a house. An

additional circuit-breaker is added to a panel and AC power is fed IN through that breaker. There
are some limitations to this. Read this to learn more. The input breaker also needs to be placed
at the far opposite end from the main breaker of the panel. I double-checked and confirmed that
my power and bus bar capacity was appropriate. Also, make sure you understand the
agreement with the power utility in terms of how electricity is billed and credited. Some utilities
may require that a second meter is added. The original meter will show energy you use, and the
new second meter will show power exported to the grid. Adding a second meter should be
performed by a professional electrician. During a web search, I found a PDF file from another
utility company which gives VERY specific instructions in how they want distributed generators
to connect to their system. Please see the attached Alliant DG Specs. Power utilities vary in how
they pay for electricity that the homeowner exports to the grid. In many cases, the home-owner
buys at retail, but is only credited or paid for the "avoided cost" of energy exported. Avoided
cost is the cost at which the utility would have had to purchase the electricity from somewhere
else. In essence, it's the wholesale cost. In my area, that's 3 or 4 cents per kWh. Some utilites
may also have an annual "tally-up". Credits from overproduction of electricity may only be
carried over for up to a year, and then a check is written out for the credits, or in some cases,
they are just cancelled out. Sometimes the month at which you begin to produce solar power
can can be important. For example, you wouldn't to produce excess energy all summer, hit your
annual cut-off, and then have to pay for electricity all winter. I'm fortunate in that my local public
utility credits me the full value of any electricity I export. In the summer, I can create and build
up a credit. In the winter, I will use more electricity than I produce, and will draw down that
credit. I have no electric bill in the summer, and may only have a relatively small electric bill in
the winter. So how do the solar panels get attached to the roof? They don't. The panels are
actually mounted to a racking system which attaches to the roof. All components used in a
racking system should be either aluminum or stainless steel - materials that can hold up to a
life-time of the elements. A few non non-structural components can be plastic, such as rail
end-caps. If plastic zip ties are used, they should be of the UV resistant type and under the solar
panels where they are protected from the sun. I chose the Iron Ridge brand of racking
components. Their system looked good, and it was carried by my local electrical supplier. The
Iron Ridge components were also certified to work with the integrated ground system in the
Enphase micro-inverters. By electrically bonding the racking, frames of the solar panels, and
the micro-inverters themselves, the entire system is properly grounded WITHOUT requiring a
separate heavy copper cable. This was one thing I wasn't sure if the utility or building
inspection would allow or not, but neither took any issue with it. Grounding this way saved
material cost and labor. I chose the Iron Ridge XR racking. This is their "flagship" material. It's a
sturdy aluminum extrusion with slots to accept bolt heads. It's available in stock several
lengths. I chose the 14 foot length. My garage is 29 feet wide, but the solar panels wouldn't be
going all the way to the edge. Two pieces of 14' racking with a splice between them creates a 28'
long piece. I would have three rows of solar panels. Each row requires an upper and a lower
piece of racking, so I would need 12 pieces total. I ordered them in through my local electrical
distributor and picked them up with my car and trailer to save freight charges. I now drive an
electric car, and it felt pretty good to use that vehicle to pick up the materials that would
eventually power that car straight from the sun! I have a metal roof on the garage, so I would
use special attachments to connect the racking to the roof itself. I chose S-5! There are quite a
number of different styles of metal roofs, and the clamp must match the roofing style. Mine is a
"Nailing Strip" metal roof, the profile of which looks something like a capital letter A. The "N"
type S-5! Typically, a person needs to calculate home many points of connection there are
between the racking and the roof itself. That is based on wind and snow load of an area, the
sturdiness of the racking system, and the structure of the roof. More points of attachment
means more cost of materials and time spent to install them. One thing I loved about the S-5!
They do NOT put holes in a roof, rather, they "pinch" onto the standing seam of the metal roof.
The roofing material has a seam every 16 inches, and the clamps can ONLY go on the seams.
So, my choices for spacing the clamps was easy - 16, 32, 48, 64, or 80 inches. I sketched out
several layouts and found that going to every 48 inches made things nice and easy for me in
terms of how the seams of the roof layed out. It was easier to center the panels and space them
out, while only using a few more clamps. I could then make a sketch of which seams of the roof
would have a clamp. Using the Iron Ridge Design Assistant, I now knew how big my solar array
would be, and I essentially centered it on the roof. I used a tape measure and pencil to measure
from the bottom edge of the roof up, and made a mark. I did that on both ends of the roof. Next, I
installed an S-5! Then, I stretched a string taught between the two. That gave me a nice straight
line so that I could arrange all the clamps in a row. I could have also snapped a chalk like, but
my yellow string was nice and bright. For each clamp, I loosened the set screw all the way,

placed the clamp against the seam, pushed against it, and gave it a smack with a rubber mallet.
This would snap the clamp into position. I then tightened the the set screw. The first few, I used
a torque wrench to make sure those screws were to the correct tightness. Once I had done a
few, I had a sense of it and simply drove the screws. With the clamps in place, I then added the
L-foots, and bolted them in place with the included hardware. The L-foot is exactly what it
sounds like, an L shaped piece that connects the S-5! Next, I was finally ready to attach the
racking itself. I simply set the racking over the bracket, put a bolt from the racking to the L-foot,
and tightened down the nut. I actually ended up using two different types of bolts. There is a
square-head bolt, which slides into the racking from the end, and can't fall out, and there's a
T-head bolt, which can slip right into the groove on the racking, but can also accidentally fall
out before it's properly tightened. The T-head bolt was easier to use, as I didn't have to plan
ahead sliding the right number of bolts into the end of the racking before installing it. I also
needed to create a splice to connect one piece of racking to the next. This was very simple. I
just slid the splice component in, drove in two self-tapping screws, slid the other piece of
racking on, and drove in two more screws. The metal roof was steep and slippery. I literally
could NOT stand on it without sliding down. However, once I had the first piece of racking in
place, that gave me a place to stand and prevent me from sliding off the roof. From there, I
could install the next row of racking. I did this one row at a time. When the row was finished, I
moved up onto it and worked on the next row up. In this way, I got to play a real-world Donkey
Kong game, building my way up the roof. I spend most of that time sitting on my butt. I also
always had a cardboard box with me. That gave me a place to hold the S-5! I was also
rock-climbing harness, which I hooked to one of the fully mounted rails as fall-protection. I later
purchased a full fall harness and auto-retractor. Once the racking is otherwise installed, I also
added plastic end caps to the rails. Those are mostly cosmetic and give a finished look. Note:
The S-5! Always confirm their location before installing. Because I have a reliable power
company power outages are extremely infrequent and I have some shading issues, I dedided to
go with micro-inverters. I also like how I only needed to deal with AC power not high-voltage DC
which meant that any electrician could help me with the project, without any solar experience at
all. The micro-inverters use a proprietary "trunk" cable. This is special AC wiring with
quick-connects for the micro-inverters every 40 inches. Those quick connects are commonly
called "drops" and the cable is ordered based on how many "drops" you want. I ordered I cut
the cable into three sections, each with 8 drops on it, and attached the cable to the rail with
plastic clips and zip ties. This will all be under the solar panels, so sunlight degrading the
plastic is less of an issue. Each micro-inverter is plugged in to the quick connection on the
cable. Those connections have a gasket and are weather-tight. The trunk cable has two ends.
The west end will go into junction boxes to connect the wiring together. The east end is simply
cut and hanging there. Each of those three cut ends gets an insulated termination on it. It's
important to make sure that's a good weather-proof connection. If the system isn't working,
that's a common point to check and troubleshoot. The overall process of installing the
micro-inverters is very simple. I just laid out the trunk cable, zip tied it to the racking, and bolted
the micro-inverters near their connections and plugged them in. The micro-inverters also have
removable stickers on them with their serial numbers. I peeled those stickers off as I installed
the inverters and placed them on an included sheet of paper which showed the locations of the
inverters. This would later be used for mapping, showing individual inverter stats, and
troubleshooting if necessary. The solar panels for this project are Helios brand 6T series 60 cell
watt solar panels. Each one produces about 30 volts. These are mono-crystalline panels with a
silver aluminum frame. Each one weighs about 50 pounds and is 6. That's small enough for one
person to carry on his shoulder or two people easily set in place on a roof. Every solar panel
manufactured has a spec sheet available. Please see the attached 6t Using that information, a
person can plan out their system. For example, by knowing how wide each panel was, I could
know the width of the racking material I would need to mount them. The cost of solar panels can
vary quite a bit. Always make sure to consider shipping costs as well. In some cases, a loading
dock might be required as a pallet of panels might come in a very large truck without some
other way of unloading. There was a company called Helios, which was a U. Unfortunately, they
are now out of business. I located a small rural solar company which had a stock of new Helios
panels available for sale. We drove to that business, bought the panels, loaded them on a trailer,
and brought them home. For general solar panel purchasing, I'd recommend that you take a
look at what's in stock and on sale at Renvu. A few years earlier, I had gone to Helios to buy a
single large solar panel which I used on my daughter's playhouse. While there, I got a few shots
of inside the factory. It was neat to be able to purchase locally made solar panels and actually
see the panels I use being made. Circuit calculations One of the first steps is doing circuit
calculations. Because I was using Enphase micro-inverters, I first consulted their materials.

Please see attached PDF files. The trunk cable uses 12 awg wiring, which can only handle a
certain amount of current. The Enphase PDF lists that up to 17 micro-inverters can be used on a
single circuit. Since I have 24 micro-inverters, I would need two circuits. Due to the physical
layout of the panels 3 rows of 8 panels each it seemed to me that the best way to divide up the
panels was for one row of panels to be a single circuit and the other two rows to be the second
circuit. I would simply have one section of trunk cable on each of the three rows, going to the
west side of the roof, and meet in a junction box. The Enphase materials specify how to do a
calculation to make sure you are using appropriate wiring, and that thicker wiring is required if
the wire run is long, has too much current going through it, etc. I did those calculations and
confirmed that I could use 12 awg wiring. I couldn't find much good information in online
videos, and they aren't main components, like solar panels, where the manufacturers provide
installation materials. I eventually found that most solar installers are using basic off-the-shelf
outdoor rated plastic electrical boxes. I would need three boxes, one for the end of each of the
three rows. For the top box, I used a two-gang outdoor box. For the other two, I used a 6"x6"x4"
outdoor box. That cable went through a weather-proof "cable-gland" which tightens down
around the cable. I drilled through the plastic boxes into the aluminum racking with self-tapping
stainless steel screws. I mounted the boxes so that they would not stick up above the racking to
interfere with the solar panels. There's enough room at the bottom of the boxes for the conduit
to travel UNDER the racking to run down the roof. All the boxes, wiring, and conduit are up off
the roof. The junction boxes and conduit will all be UNDER the solar panels, where they will be
protected from the heat and UV damage of the sun. I had no experience bending metallic
conduit. At this point, I supported the conduit by binding it to the racking with large stainless
steel hose clamps. Unlike plastic zip ties, stainless steel won't degrade at all with exposure to
sunlight. I purchased a large bag of assorted PVC elbows, 45 degree angles, and LB pulling
bodies so that I could experiment with going around that edge. In the end, I decided that two
LBs allowed me to get the conduit as close to the building as possible, which looked the best.
This was also part of the solar system easily viewable from the house. I made sure to get my
wife's opinion on how the conduit looked before permanently gluing and mounting it. Once she
liked it, I completed the work. This allows utility workers and emergency personnel Firefighters!
I purchased the enclosure with two 20A circuit breakers. I put the box on the wall, marked the
location, and then drilled a hole through the wall. I pushed a short section of conduit through
the wall. This connects into the BACK of the disconnect to pass the power from outside the
building to inside. I installed the two 20A breakers and finished running the conduit down the
roof and to the disconnect box. I think it looks nice and it does it's job properly. Some utilities
or building inspectors may require that you use a dedicated AC disconnect and a dedicated
Combiner. Make sure you know exactly what they want before beginning the project. I did as
much of the electrical work myself as I could, before he came over to save time and cost. I
already had the junction boxes in place on the racking and the conduit running down from
them. The electrician supplied the wiring, and had several different colors on spools. He put
them on a roller stand to unroll. I got on the roof and the electrician stayed on the ground. We
pulled wiring from the spools, up to the first junction box. I ran a fish tape from the top box to
the middle box, and then used that to pull the wiring to the top box. Inside the top box, I made
the connection from the four wires of the trunk cable to the four wires we just pulled up through
the conduit. This was simply stripping the wires, twisting the matching colors together, and
completing the termination with a wire nut. At the middle box, I repeated the same process, this
time with the other bundle of wires. The two groups of wires were bundled together with
electrical tape to make sure I could keep track of which was which. We also used a different
color wire purple instead of red for one of the hots to differentiate the two groups of wires. Yes,
purple wires are to code! Red and black are the most common, but other colors can be used,
although not white or green! At the bottom box, I cut the wires of the second bundle, stripped
them, and then combined both ends of the cut wires with the bottom row of solar trunk cable.
This electrically combined the middle and bottom rows together into one circuit. That wiring
goes through a 30A breaker into the panel at the end opposite of the main fuse. When I was
finished making connections on the roof, we pushed the end of the wiring down through the
conduit to the disconnect box and made the connections at the two 20A breakers. I had done
very little household wiring before and NO serious solar wiring. It was nice to have a
professional there to look over my work and confirm that I was doing everything correctly. I was
also required to have a licensed electrician to do the final hook up and get the electrical permit
in the first place. Electricians and building inspectors are already used to it, whereas they might
NOT feel knowledgeable or confident with high voltage DC. You need to comply with whatever
those requirements are, and they are for safety after all! In my case, I only needed a few simple
signs, but they did have to be specifically red and with a certain font size and style. I placed an

order with an online sign-making company to have plastic placards made for my system. I
attached the signs to the disconnect box and utility meter with permanent double-sided tape.
We already had the racking, conduit, and wiring installed. Once the panels were in place, the
system would be nearly finished. I was very excited. Still, one major challenge is that my roof is
steep and slippery enough that a person simply can not walk on it. A person could sort of climb
around on it and use the racking to keep from slipping off, but not actually freely walk. To install
solar panels, a person needs their hands free to carry the panels. So, I decided that I would rent
a lift. That would allow for bringing the panels directly to the location on the roof where they
would be installed. After taking a look at rental prices, I realized that the roofer who I had install
my metal roofing owned a lift. The cost of hiring him, WITH his lift, and his truck to bring the lift
and take it away when done wasn't all that much more than for me to rent a lift in the first place.
On top of that, I would get a top-notch lift operator and a professional who is used to working
on roofs and making sure that things are straight and level. On a roof with better walkability,
one person could simply slide a solar panel up a ladder where another person could grab it,
carry it to where it needed to be installed, and put it in place. We made an appointment for a day
of when the roofer could come out. I also arranged for my brother and a friend to come out and
lend a hand at the same time. The roofer also brought out his apprentice. It was the roofer,
apprentice, and I on the roof, and my brother and friend on the ground. The apprentice ran the
lift. The ground crew would carry a solar panel, set it on the basket of the lift and strap it in
place. That was just a precaution, in case the wind kicked up while the panel was being moved
to the roof. The apprentice would maneuver the lift to the correct position on the roof, and the
roofer and I would take the panel and set it in place. I would connect the two wires from the
solar panel to the micro-inverter. I also looped the excess wire and zip-tied it to the racking. We
started at the top right corner and worked our way to the west and then the lower rows. We
started with the east side because I figured that was most visible from the road, and I wanted
that corner to lay out nice and look good. Making a row of solar panels straight isn't easy.
Although we would line up the top edge of the next panel with the one before it, it was still easy
for a row to angle up or down. It really just needed to be eye-balled. We did find that the panels
are perfectly manufactured. If one was a little out of square, it quickly make the whole row off. It
was also good to have somebody on the ground always looking at the panels as we put them
down to make sure they all looked straight and level. Panels are spaced side to side by the bolt
going between them and holding the panel down. We would slide the middle row panels UP
against the scrap plywood, which was against the top row. That gave us an easy way to ensure
consistent spacing. Once we figured out the details of getting the panels night and straight with
each other and evenly spaced, installing the panels went very quick. We started at 7 in the
morning and were done by lunch! I was plenty of work to design the system, install the racking,
micro-inverters, and wiring, but with the panels in place, there was a HUGE sense of
accomplishment. Inside the garage, I installed the Enphase Envoy. The Envoy is a
communications gateway. It communicates to the micro-inverters and to the internet.
Communications to the micro-inverters is through Power Line Communications. The power
cord of the Envoy simply needs to be plugged into an outlet which connects relatively directly
to the power from the micro-inverters. When I had the garage wired for power, I had a dedicated
electric outlet installed right next to the breaker panel just for this purpose. Sometimes circuits
with electric motors on them can cause issues with power line communications. The Envoy also
needs to be connected to the internet. This particular version has both wireless and LAN
connections. I already ran networking cables to the garage, but I was pleased to see that my
household wireless router seemed to work just fine reaching the Envoy. I later found out that a
common problem with solar power monitoring systems is that they stop working when
somebody changes their wireless router password! In the communications gateway, the
password just needs to be updated, and it works fine again! I had already set up an account for
myself at Enphase. I also downloaded an app for my phone. It's the Enphase Installer Toolkit.
That app allows a person to connect from a smart-phone directly to the Envoy over wireless.
From there, the installer uses the app to associate the particular Envoy with the micro-inverters
and to a particular account. Remember those bar code stickers we pulled off the
micro-inverters? Those serial number are entered into the app to associate the inverters to the
Envoy. It's sort of a pain to type all those serial numbers. Fortunately, there's also a
photographic feature in the app which allows you to take a photo of the bar code to enter the
micro-inverter's serial number. I turned on the power to the micro-inverters. Remember, they
aren't actually creating any power yet. After waiting a few minutes, I could see the inverters
show up and communicate with the app software. It took a few longer to be "discovered" than
others. The data over power lines is sort of a slow trickle - it is NOT high-speed big data! The
very last step is to actually activate the inverters to have them create power. I did that, just to

see that all was working correctly, and then put the inverters back into the "don't make power"
mode. Most utilities will allow you to activate grid-tie solar just to test it, but after that, it needs
to be off until they approve and test the system. He took the cover off the breaker box and
looked at the connection from the solar. He also looked inside the disconnect box and
confirmed that the size and type of wiring was correct. He did NOT go on the roof, ask for a
panel to be lifted up or anything else. He was there and gone in less than ten minutes and left
me with a signed Post-It stuck to the breaker panel saying "Solar: Approved" and a signature.
They were there the next day! My customer contact who I had been working with for the PSC
forms was there, along with an electrical engineer and another guy. The third guy was likely just
another utility employee who hadn't yet had an opportunity to inspect an electrical system. In
the case of a power failure, if my solar was creating power and sending it back over the grid, it
could go through a transformer and be converted to very high voltage. A utility worker, just
doing his job trying to get the power back on somewhere on the other side of town, might touch
a wire that he "knows" if off but instead suffer a lethal shock from my solar system! To prevent
this type of danger, all Grid-Tie inverters have built-in a feature called "Anti-Islanding". The
inverter MUST sense that there is grid power available. Only then will it activate and create
power. Even after power comes back on, the inverter will wait five minutes before it activates
again. The main thing the power company really wanted to do was test the anti-islanding
feature. I finally got my chance to throw the big red switch into the ON position, but it was
anti-climactic, as we still had to wait five minutes before the solar would make power. In the
mean time, the engineer was trying to decide the best way to check to make sure the inverters
would shut down. The inverters themselves were up on the roof, and the Envoy device didn't
have any kind of display on it. They decided to pull off the cover of the conduit that lead from
the disconnect box to the main breaker panel. That way, the wires could be pulled out and the
engineer could attach his clamp-on ammeter. Once the five minutes was up, we could see
power displayed on the ammeter - about 20 amps. The engineer then turned off the main
breaker to the garage, simulating a blackout. Instantly, the inverters stopped producing power.
He then turned the main breaker back on, checked that the ammeter still read zero, and looked
at his wristwatch. He confirmed that it took the full five minutes before power was was again
created by the micro-inverters. With that, I was done! I had passed electrical inspection and the
power company had approved and tested my system! I couldn't be happier! My customer
contact took me over to my utility meter and showed me exactly how it was now programmed to
work. The first was of course the original - how much power I was pulling from the grid. At the
end of the month, the one number would be subtracted from the other, and that's what I would
pay for on my power bill. The meter also has and animated dash on it. Right then, the dash was
moving quickly from right to left. On that sunny summer morning, I was already creating far
more energy than I was using! I would have to wait for two billing cycles before I saw the full
effect of solar on my electric bill, but I was pleased when I did. One of my favorite features of the
micro-inverters is the level of information there is about the solar production. This system uses
a web page to track and display information about the system. Another great feature of that is
the ability to remotely view the information and also to share it. If you would like to see how
much power my solar array is making right now, please view the public link! As the system
owner, I have access to even more information, including seeing how much power each
individual solar panel is creating and tracking total energy over different amounts of time. From
June to December 31, , my system output 4. That's almost kWh's per month on average, exactly
what I was shooting for! The software also allows me to run reports, get monthly values, and
export data as comma separated values, useful for pulling information into spreadsheets. The
software also allows for basic animations. Below is an animation of one particular day in June,
not long after installing the system. Notice how power increases to a maximum in the middle of
the day and then tapers off. It's pretty obvious to see when the shadow of my neighbor's
tree-line sweeps across the panels. No sound on this video. The truth is that solar can have a
wide range of cost, depending on what size your system is and which components you use. I
know that because I tracked every receipt. I made a spreadsheet and had a folder to keep all my
reciepts in. I wanted to make sure to know how much I spent in the end. I also needed to know
the exact cost because I would need them for incentives. Please see Solar Budget. It also
covers wind, heat pumps, solar hot water, and more! Please keep in mind that the tax credit
tapers down to a lower percent in , and is completely gone in So, if you want to save some
money on solar, do it now! If the credit is greater than your tax liability, the credit can carry over
to the next year. These vary by your location and who your power utility is. In Wisconsin, we
don't have any state incentives for solar. We do have an incentive for energy conservation
through a program called Focus on Energy. Focus is funded by profits from power utilities, and
the funding has to go back into energy efficiency. We sometimes see LED light bulbs or

water-saving showerheads the store with special rebates. Those are through the Focus on
Energy Program. I contacted my utility to double-check if there were any incentives I didn't
know about, and they confirmed that the Focus on Energy program was the only one. Funding
for this program has been decreasing the last few years, and it's never guaranteed for the next
year. Applicants need to first fill out forms to reserve the incentive, and then once the project is
completed, submit paperwork to actually ask for the money. This particular program actually
has some relatively strict details. For example, the solar panels must be mounted within a
certain number of degrees of true south and can't have more than a certain percent of shading.
The applicant also must be a customer of a particular utility, so an off-grid system wouldn't be
able to apply. The program covers parts and labor, although if a person wants to install solar
panels themselves, they can't bill for their own labor. The wording of the application also made
it sound as though only a professional solar company couldn install the system. I called the
office and confirmed that a do-it-yourselfer COULD do the work and get the incentive, although
all costs must be carefully accounted for. I filled out all the paperwork originally for the
reservation of the funds, and then the application to recieve them once the solar was installed.
That is a reasonable sum for a person to save for, just like saving for a good used car. It could
also be paid for with a Home Equity Line of Credit. In fact, my family had been paying down our
mortgage agressively, so we had plenty of equity. We were also funding building the new
garage. We decided to fund that by taking out a new mortgage. By refinancing, we were able to
get a lower interest rate on our home loan, and take out cash as part of the process. That money
went to pay for building the new garage and funding the solar array. The new garage and solar
raises the value of our property, which we will recoup if we sell our house. Interest on a
mortgage is tax deductable, which lowers the effective interest rate on the mortgage loan.
Money such as the Focus on Energy rebate just goes right into paying for the solar. Most things
in life aren't bought as an investment, but rather because we want them, whether that's a fancy
car, a tropical vacation, or solar panels. However, everyone always wants to know what the ROI
is on a solar system. Simple division shows that the solar should take roughly 6. On retirement
investment planning sites, the "Rule of 72" is sometimes used to calculate how long it takes for
money to double. Or, if you know how long it takes the money to double, you can calculate the
interest rate. Dividing 72 by the number of years it takes money to double tells you the interest
rate. If the solar panels pay for themselves in 6. If electricity rates go UP, it's an even better
return. Essentially, I'm saving another one-third on the solar panels, or accelerating their pay
off. It's just very interesting to me that NOT buying things has a larger effect on total cost than
one might think. I would get that as a credit, and it would just roll over to the next month.
America has a love affair with cars, and there's lots of places where it's pretty tough to get
around at all without one! Cars also cost a lot of money and burn plenty of fossil fuels. My
current ride gets the equivalent of miles per gallon, but the best part is how CHEAP electricity
is. In my area, electricity is 13 cents per kilowatt-hour. Another great thing is that electricity has
the ability to be even cheaper. Many utilities offer a "Time of Use" plan which raises the cost of
electricity during the day when a person usually isn't home but REDUCES the cost at night
when most people charge an electric car. Potentially, that can bring the cost of charging an
electric car down to 50 cents per gallon equivalent. You could sell electricity at premium rates
during the day, and charge your car at night when nobody is using power, so it's dirt cheap! It
gets even better! If I considered the fact that my solar is a "sunk cost" I already spent the money
and can't get it back Of course, I DO count the money I spent on it, but once the solar panels
cover their own cost in about 6. Now think about how much money is NOT spent on gasoline!
Current gasoline prices in my area as I write this, remember how volatile those prices are! For
current gas prices, check out GasBuddy! I track my mileage for work and know that I travel very
close to 10, miles per year in my electric car. The average car in the United States right now gets
about 25 mpg. I'd also have to pay for oil changes and other maintenance that gas cars have
which electric cars don't. The more miles I drive, the more I save! On the other hand if instead of
driving an average car, I drive an efficient one, the savings are less. I've run the numbers in
different ways, trying to fairly factor in the cost savings of the synergy of driving an electric car
running on solar power. In my project, I've figured that it could get the ROI of my solar down to
as little as 3. Speaking of which, CAN we power a car straight from the sun? In the middle of the
day, my solar array can produce over 5, watts of power or about 20 amps at V. The charger built
in to my car uses less than 16 amps watts. So, in the middle of a sunny day, I can directly
charge the car and have power left over! The left over power is usually enough to power my
house with still just a little to back feed to the grid. But how LONG does it take to charge the
car? Usually a few hours, and no more than five hours if the battery is completely exhausted.
The battery pack is a capacity of 16kWh. I did make sure to install two electric car charging
stations in my garage, one on either side. That allows me to charge while in either parking

space, have a friend stop by and charge at the same time, or make sure that I'm already set for
when we want to replace our hybrid with a plug-in hybrid or Battery Electric Vehicle BEV in the
future. As we still have limited public infrastructure for charging plug-in cars, I also make sure
to SHARE my solar-powered charging stations with other electric drivers by using an app called
Plug-Share. It's been fun to meet new, adventurous people who are out traveling in electric
vehicles! These are most common at RV parks, but are also used for other high current
applications. In a garage, they are great for plugging in a welder. Teslas also include an adapter
to this connector with their portable EVSEs. Because of that, a Tesla can actually charger faster
at one of my garage electric outlets then they could at a public J charging station! Both my
charging stations are wired so that they can just plug in to the NEMA outlets. I can also take one
with me when I tow my camping trailer to a camp-ground. I just plug in and charge where RVs
would normally plug in for shore power. For more about electric vehicle projects, please visit:
MPG. Besides supporting the Photovoltaic solar array, the garage will also be used for storage
and as a workshop. In our cold winters, I want to be able to heat the garage. I don't need it to be
at room temperature, but even 40 or 50 degrees F. Instead of burning fossil fuels, I wanted to be
able to get some direct solar gain. In the winter, the sun is low in the sky, so the best place for
solar gain is through a south-facing vertical surface. To get this heat and light into my garage, I
built a Solar Thermal storm door to go over one of the garage doors. The garage doors
themselves are well insulated, filled with polyurethane foam. To make the solar thermal doors, I
first built a basic wood frame. This was using 1x6 lumber measuring 5. I purchased the lumber
from a local lumber yard and the plexiglass from a local plastics distribution company. I already
had hinges and other miscellaneous hardware and materials was purchased from the local
hardware store. The opening of the garage door is 7 feet high by 9 feet wide. Two pieces of 4'x8'
plexiglass would be enough to fill in the area as the wood frame would fill in the width. I would
have to cut the plexiglass down to a height of less than 7 feet to fit. To build the wood frame, I
cut the 1x6 lumber to size on a chop saw, and drilled holes in the corners to accept wood
dowels and glue. The frame was then pegged and glued, and I used ratchet straps to clamp
them together, making sure to measure from corner to corner to ensure that the frame was
square. Next, I used a router to cut a groove or "rabbet" around the inside edge of the wood
frame. This was just a hair deeper than the thickness of the plexiglass. I left the plexiglass at its
full 48 inch width, but had the cut the length shorter. To do that, I measured the plexiglass,
made my mark, then clamped down a straight edge. I scored the line multiple times with a
sharp-edged tool. Next, I bent the plexiglass on the score line over a hard edge - a board
running the full width of the plexiglass. The plexiglass snapped on a nice clean line. Next, I ran a
bead of caulk on the inside of the groove routed into the wood frame and carefully laid the
plexiglass in place. After that, I cut additional blocking from the 1x6 lumber to make
reinforcements for the corners. Those were screwed in place to cover the plexiglass helping
hold it in place and to cover and reinforce the corner joint. Next, the door was put in position,
shimmed up into place, and then held there by attaching hinges to the door and the frame. The
second half of the door was then put in place, and planed a bit as needed to match the frame
and other half of the door. Once it fit well, the second half was also secured to the doorway with
three hinges. I screwed some additional blocking on the inside of the doors to provide on
overlap for the doors to press against each other. A pressure-treated 2x4 was cut to length and
placed on the floor, running the full width of the doorway. This acts as a threshold for the doors.
I installed bolts to hold the doors shut by sliding into the threshold on the bottom and into a
hole in the blocking at the top. At night and on cloudy winter days, the insulated garage door is
left down to keep heat in the garage. During sunny winter days, the insulated garage door is
raised to let in the heat and light, providing for a cheerful and warm garage workshop. The heat
gets absorbed by the 5 inch thick concrete slab, which is insulated below by two inches of foam
insulation. The doors can be removed for the summer. The glazing on this pair of swinging
doors provides an area of approximately 4. Sunlight is generally considered to be 1, watts per
square meter on a clear day, perpendicular, at sea level. In theory, I could gain up to about 3.
That's roughly equivalent to the amount of power I can produce in the winter with my my
ENTIRE solar panel array, but in a much smaller area and cost! Although at the expense of ease
of moving a car in and out. To see a full detailed write-up on just the Passive Solar Garage Door
, please visit that Instructable. Installing my own solar array and watching it produce power for
the last six months has been a GREAT learning experience. Is the system perfect? No, I made a
few mistakes and have learned from them. Here's a few of the key things I learned:. The plan
was for the metal roofing clamps all to be one standing seam closer to the middle. The rail
would then cantilever past the edge of the last solar panel, supporting it, but with only a small
piece of rail exposed. No metal roofing clamp would be exposed beyond the solar panel. When I
went to lay out the clamps in the first place, I put them at the far ends, to better stretch a string

to line up the rest. I accidentally then used those same roofing ribs on rows continuing up from
there. By the time I realized what I did wrong, it was sort of too late to pull off and reposition the
clamps. I also realized that rails sticking past the edge of the solar panels could be a good
thing. They act as rungs on a ladder, allowing me to be able to access the roof, which I
otherwise would NOT be able to. Whether rails run to supports out past the edge of the solar
panels, or to supports hidden just under the edge of the panels, either way will hold the panels
just fine. It's really more of an aesthetic choice than anything. We have excellent power service
in my area provided by a co-op, publicly-owned municipal electric utility. Blackouts are
extremely rare, and brief when they do happen. Battery-based solar systems add significant
expense and maintenance. Because of that, I just wanted a grid-tied system. The main
draw-back of a grid-tie system is that it can not and will not produce power when the grid is
down! The blackout only lasted about an hour or so. It was during the day and in the summer,
so I hardly even noticed the blackout happening! I didn't have any lights on in the house
anyways! Power was back on relatively quickly. I had no urgent need for electricity. The
refrigerator would even stay cold if I left the door shut. Even though there was a blackout, I
think my only real loss was the value of the electricity I could have produced, which I estimate
at 39 cents. In the past, I've experimented with using electric vehicles as backup power
supplies. That's exactly what I did in the last black-out, five years ago. I now have an electric car
with a battery of much larger capacity than my electric motorcycle ever had. I'll probably
experiment in the future using that as an emergency electric power supply. At that point, I was
checking the software to show the solar production about every other day. Trouble-shooting
this was fairly simple. Recall that I have TWO circuits, one is the top row of panels, and the
other is the lower two rows of panels. It seemed obvious to check the breaker. I couldn't see any
reason why it had, so I simply reset it. My system resumed producing power again. A few weeks
later, it happened again. One-third of my power production dropped out. This time, I had
changed a preference in the Enlighten software so that I would get an e-mail immediately if
there was any drastic change in my system. It alerted me to the condition, so I reset the breaker
with no real loss of power production. I still had no idea what was wrong - everything in my
system was properly installed, I had done my math to make sure I used correct wire sizes, etc.
Not long later, I saw a friend who has worked in renewable energy education for a long time. I
told him about my breaker woes, and his response was "Have you checked the breaker itself?
Maybe you just have a bad one. It never occurred to me that a circuit breaker could simply be
bad. The trouble was indeed just a bad circuit breaker. I ordered a new one and replaced it. I've
had no issues since. In the time that I've had my solar up and running, I've been able to track my
real-word production and compare it to my estimated production from PV Watts. I also originally
used the Solar Pathfinder to calculate how much power would be lost. Using the Solar
Pathfinder can be a little subjective a shadow lands just on the edge of a line, etc. Never let the
perfect be the enemy of the good! Is my roof steep enough for snow to just slide off? Will the
panels produce no power after the first snow of the season? I would have to wait and find out.
The first snow of the year was really just a light dusting. Although MUCH less than without it!
The next snow was a little thicker, and it was pretty obvious that the snow wouldn't simply slide
off. I experimented a bit, and realized that I could reach the lowest row of panels with a broom
while standing on a step ladder. I found a "Roof Rake" on sale and bought it. By reaching up to
the roof with the device, I can pull the snow down from the bottom two rows of panels. If I really
stretch, I can get a little snow off the highest row of panels. Even getting SOME snow off the
highest panels does increase the power production. On an extremely overcast day, solar power
is minimal. It almost doesn't matter if there is snow on the solar panels or not! In single-digit F
temperatures, even direct sunlight will not warm the panels enough to melt the snow off. If you
live in a cold wintery area which gets plenty of snow, but also has clear sunny winter days, you
will want to make a special effort to be able to clear snow from your panels. Likely the easiest
way to do that is to have the solar panels on a ground mount where they are easy to reach or
mounted at a steep enough angle for snow to self-clear. Snow seems to stick around on my
garage panels at 30 degrees, but slide right off the solar panel on the Solar-Powered Swing-Set ,
mounted at 45 degrees. I also recently posted an image of my solar production with sunny skies
but still snow covering the upper row of my panels. A friend who also has a similar size solar
array and the same weather, noted that he only produced a third as much power on the same
day as I did. The main difference between the two systems was that he has a series-string
inverter, and I have multiple micro-inverters. It's VERY easy to try to constantly monitor the
power output of the system. After a few weeks, I'd only check it every other day. After six
months, I'm mostly just thinking about my monthly power bill. It will be interesting to get an
entire year's worth of data on the system. After that I'll be able to compare one month's
production to the same month last year! Although some systems allow you to see very detailed

information, it's usually unnecessary and certainly doesn't need to be viewed every day. I DO
recommend that you check your system on some sort of regular basis. You wouldn't want the
system not working and only notice once you get a high electric bill! Setting up an e-mail alert
in case there is an issue is a nice feature of my system. The main thing to remember is to not
get hung up on data. Some days are cloudy or rainy. Some days are sunny. On average, I'll
make more power in the summer, and less in the winter. Overall, I'm still producing plenty of
energy, and in the end have next to nothing for a power bill. Is a grid-tie solar array right for
you? I don't know, you'll have to ask yourself that question. One thing I can say is that I'm
loving it, and it really feels like one of the best things I've done in a long time. Not only am I
saving money, but I'm also reducing the use the use of coal and other non-renewable fuels. I'm
also greatly reducing my use of gasoline with the electric car again, great cost savings! Not all
locations are ideal for solar. Maybe you live in a heavily wooded area. Many power companies
do offer programs where you can purchase renewably-created energy through the grid. The
source of that energy might even be the left-over power coming from my house! Check for
yourself if solar could work for you. Take a solar class, consult on energy professional, or even
use an online tool like Google's Project Sunroof! The best time to have done anything is
yesterday. The cost of solar panels has dropped precipitously over the last few years. We are at
the point in which most professional solar companies make most of their money off LABOR, not
equipment. I originally started planning the new garage and solar over four years ago. At the
time, my Focus on Energy rebate would have been more, but the cost of solar components were
more expensive as well, more or less becoming a wash. I currently estimate my simple financial
return on investment at 6. Had I installed solar 3 years ago, it would have already half paid for
itself by now in savings on my power bill! Some incentives will be going away soon. The United
States Federal Tax Incentive will be reduced over the next several years, and be completely
eliminated by ! The time for solar is NOW! Stayed Charged-Up! Hi Local pedant here. This is a
great project and write up. Well done. I can't help pointing out the tautology in "How much sun a
place gets, per day, on average, is called Solar Insolation". Very nice and thorough instructable.
So there is still hope in the U. Always plan for it. Reply 1 year ago. Actually, you are converting
DC to AC, but right at the panel, not in the building. The wiring cost for using micro-grid
converters is less than the heavy cable that would be required to run 10KW of DC to the panel,
but then, you have the cost of all of those micro-grid converters. In , I was involved in the
installation of panels in northern Manitoba, Canada. The community was completely cut off from
the rest of the country except by air or winter roads. Their power came from diesel generators.
These panels provided approximately KW to the community during the summer and reasonable
output when the sun was shining at other times of the year. Some of the lengths of cable were
feet. But, at VDC, the current through the wires was quite small and therefore the loss was less
than it would have been if the panel voltage was lower. There are advantages to running lower
DC voltage, as well as advantages at running higher DC Voltages. The main concern is high
currents for low DC voltages, and high danger for high DC voltages. Both systems have their
pluses and minus'. It's all a compromise. It's less than 50 feet from my garage to my house.
Most of the time, the solar is being used immediately, and there is no measurable transmission
loss. If I produce extra electricity, it literally goes to my next door neighbor. Reply 2 years ago.
That is factually incorrect. It then feeds my garage breaker panel, powers my garage, my house,
and my electric car. If anything else is left over, it goes through my meter where the power
company credits me for it and goes to my neighbors. The longest distance this power is getting
transmitted is several hundred feet as V AC power. There is minimal loss. Great project and
write-up. I need to have a good read. A couple of comments. I live on the edge of a UK National
Park. Sounds nice but comes with heavyweight planning restrictions. The barmiest is the one
that says no PV or hot water panels on the side of the house facing the Park. That's my south
side. The piece of park I face is a strip of grass metres wide. The key bit is the fact that I abut the
park - the house behind can do what they like. So metres of park comes before using
renewables - stark raving mad. The other comment is roof wiring and inverters. There was a
local roof fire here a couple of years ago where a faulty inverter took out the owner's roof plus
the roof of the neighbour's house semi-detached. Inverters have a hard job to do a bit like
computer Uninterruptible supplies. I've had one of those fail for no real reason. My advice would
be size up wiring to overkill, use decent terminations fire-proof ceramic blocks , keep wiring in
steel channels and set up heat monitoring on everything out of sight - that might mean some
infrared cameras, but a lot cheaper than being forced out of your property. Ben your video
presentation is excellent, the only thing I had trouble understanding was, what is a metal rough,
or metal ruff, then I figured out you where trying to pronounce metal RooF Tip 2 years ago. I live
in an area with lots of pigeons. If you do not put bird netting along the gap between the roof an
panels, birds will nest and cause a fire hazard. Not to mention nesting pigeons are very

unsanitary. Hi Folks! Glad to see people are still interested in this! As of December 30, about a
year and a half after installing this my solar system has produced over 11 Mega-Watt-Hours of
energy. It's on track for a total 6. As others have said, this is one of the best Solar Instructables.
PVWatts and Renvu are excellent sources of info. Thanks for your time spent sharing this
project! We have panels on the roof, bought 3 years ago. Mounted, unmounted as it rained
heavy for the 1st time in the 18 months we were here, to repair the roof, which behaved like a
shower. We already have a regulator, inverter and battery bank, plus a wind charger to make up
for Winter. At the time we bought all that here in France, or rather Europe, Micro Inverters were
new and much too expensive, more than the panels. But my crystal ball was out of action. Not
grid tied, as here you can only be grid tied, and get Gov. Not counting the roof, which would
have been necessary any how! As we use about 10kw a day, it should cover our use. We also
have solar water heating panels, which will largely cover our hot water needs. All is now
blocked by a filthy and ice cold Winter. If we knew now what we didn't know then, well, Micro
Inverters are great! But we'll have to make do with by-pass diodes. Not encouraging grid-tie
here! Later, once the house side is up and working, we too need to rebuild the garage which has
fallen so low as to be an ex-chicken coop. Electric cars are cheaper now 2nd hand, and the
Quad for gardening could well go electric. But once again we are limited here by Regulations
and no way could we change a car to electric without paying more than the price of a new one,
for controls and authorizations. But in a limited way we can stop having a stinking gas
lawnmower, quad and the like, if the garage will pick up enough sun I think it will. I'll send an
account of our system on here, once it's running, but in a much less pro fashion than you have.
Thanks for all the valuable details you give here, in a superbly compressed, all-in-one-place
manner. Question 3 years ago on Introduction. What would you estimate the total man-hours
would be? If you hired a solar company to do the install, any idea what it would cost? Reply 3
years ago. It was hard to track the man hours. Probably the biggest amount of time was the
reading, researching, learning, etc. Installing the racking was after work for a few nights. Same
with installing the micro-inverters and cabling. There was a few hours of making the junction
boxes and installing conduit. Picking up parts always added in time too. The actual solar panel
installation was rather quick. Kinda what i was thinking - so payback is more like around 15
years or more if hiring. I have the skills likely but not the free time to do this Ben, I have read
several books and dozens of online sites, but none of them have been as useful as your
instructable overall. Thank you for listing your resources and for not assuming the reader
already knows part s of the process. My solar project is still a few years away, but I can tell you
that your instructable has helped inform a couple of decisions, including inverter location and
roofing materials. Thanks for the kind words. For me, one of the best parts of working on any
project is just all that I learn while working on it. I'm glad to be able to pass on any part of what I
learn to encourage others to do that same! This is an incredible amount of information - more
information that most books provide I reckon! Just astonishing, I hope instructables. Thanks a
million for posting, best of luck with your system. I love to see people who have DIY'd their
installation and succeeded. But clearly, this isn't for the faint of heart. I had considered going
DIY myself as well, but then I started really researching tax incentives and doing a little math on
the costs and economic utility of my labor, and it actually made more sense for me to pay
others to do it after I computed the real cost of it. I'm not suggesting that it will for everybody. In
fact, for many people it may not, and this will be the only way they can afford a PV system
anytime soon. In other words, don't discount what your time and safety are worth when the pros
are virtually guaranteed to get it right without anybody cracking their skull on the ground. I
ended up with a smaller system overall, but I also maximized the payback in credits - one of
which expired at the first of this year. I probably would have gone the DIY route without that
expired credit however. By bennelson MPG. More by the author:. About: Ordinary guy with no
special skills, just trying to change the world one backyard invention at a time. Project
Highlights: 24 Helios brand watt panels 6. This particular project will be a net-metered, grid-tie
system using micro-inverters. Technical or Community Colleges - Non-credit classes can be
very useful at low cost! PV Watts - Online solar calculator to help you predict how much power
you can create. Solar Design Tool - Software for permiting including single line diagrams. They
have a free trial. I used the free trial to design my system, and didn't pay anything at all.
YouTube - YouTube can be a great source of information, but sometimes the hard part is finding
the right source! I found that Webinar style videos from equipment manufacturers were very
good. Videos by do-it-yourselfers could be inspiring, but often didn't show best practices or
details of the systems. There's also some great videos by equipment dealers. They also have
that great design tool that helps you create your own system and export a parts list and budget
from it. I bought many of my components from them. Werner Electric - This is a local electric
distributor in my area. These are the types of companies where electricians buy their supplies

and materials. They sometimes have a small retail store or walk in parts counter. I bought all my
racking through them and was able to get shipping from one location to another for free.
Although the local branch didn't carry any solar components, they always have trucks going
from one location to another. The racking is 14 feet long, and normally would have a special
freight fee if shipped by Fedex or UPS. By ordering it through a local branch of an electrical
supplier, I could just pick it up at will call and save all shipping costs. They also had a
salesperson there who specialized in renewable energy, who I could ask a few questions of.
Look to see which electrical supplier is in your area who can get you solar related components
e-Bay - If you know exactly what you are looking for, e-Bay sometimes has great deals. I
purchased 24 brand-new micro-inverters from an e-Bay seller. They were brand-new, exactly the
number I was looking for, and exactly the number the seller was clearing out. I got a good price
and a great transaction. Always to your due diligiance and check the seller's rating and reviews
to make sure they are trustworthy and that you get exactly what you are looking for. Local
Hardware or Home Improvement Store - For basic electric items, nuts and bolts, and all the
other items you are forgetting, it's nice just to run to the local store to get them. It's also nice to
NOT pay shipping and be able to return any items not used. Local Solar Companies - You might
have some solar companies right near you which may be an excellent resource! I ended up
buying my solar panels from a local solar company, and just picked them up on a trailer to save
on shipping charges. So, let's do a Solar Site Assessment. You need to know if your location is
appropriate for solar or not. Not all locations are. Power production is less outside Besides
using a tool like a Solar Pathfinder, you can also simply observe your property at different times
during the year. The total paperwork that I submitted to the Utility was: Cover Letter Site Plan
map showing property, property lines, solar equipment, etc. A great safety feature and a future
requirement for all solar arrays. Wiring Simplicity - All required wiring is just V AC wiring - stock
and trade of any electrician Distributed - If one micro-inverter fails, all the rest still function
Shade-Tolerant - Each panel is independent of the rest. DIS-Advantages of Micro-Inverters: Cost
typically cost more than a plain series string inverter Cost of Accessories - The trunk cable and
required communications gateway are not inexpensive. Communication gateway is required no
matter how few or many micro-inverters are in the system Hard to Access - Micro-Inverters are
on the roof. If one needs to be replaced, one must climb the roof and remove a solar panel.
Series inverters are usually mounted at working height on a wall,
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easily accessible. This is a safety feature, but it also means that the solar panels create ZERO
power during a blackout. If you specifically want solar to charge batteries when power is
otherwise NOT available, you do NOT want to use micro-inverters. Ideally, I wanted to buy
American made panels, save on shipping, and get a good deal. Here's my brother and I taking
the trip to go get the solar panels for the garage. Attachments 6t Before wiring, a person needs
to know where the wires are going and what type and gauge to use! Attachments Solar Budget.
Which is why it was ironic that one week after I installed my system, we had a blackout The
blackout only lasted about an hour or so. I did it, and so can you! Participated in the Epilog
Challenge 9 View Contest. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote.
Starlyte 3 years ago. Answer Upvote. Amurray 3 years ago. Thanks again, Allen. Hi Allen,
Thanks for the kind words. OliNorwell 3 years ago. KipA2 3 years ago.

